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(54) Wireless communication system and base station

(57) To reduce an uplink interference in a network
with a first base station 1 of a large output and a second
base station 2 of a small output. Detecting the interfer-
ence, the second base station 2 urges the first base sta-
tion 1 to hand over a terminal 3 causing it to the second
base station 2. Multiple base stations and one or more
terminals 3 exist in this system, each terminal 3 connects
with one base station, and a serving base station is

changed according to a communication state of each ter-
minal 3. If the different second base station 2 other than
the first base station 1 to which the terminal 3 connects
detects a large interference, the second base station 2
will multicast transmit information for urging handover to
the base stations except itself. The base station having
received the information specifies a terminal 3 giving the
interference to the second base station 2, and makes it
to be handed over thereto.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] The present invention relates to a wireless com-
munication system and a base station, and more specif-
ically, to a wireless communication system that urges a
handover processing of a mobile terminal of interference
source in a heterogeneous network where a base station
whose output is large and a base station whose output
is small exist together.
[0002] As a background art of this technical field, there
is LTE (Long Term Evolution) that is a cellular system to
which OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple
Access)-MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) technol-
ogy is applied, which has already come to a stage of
service-in in some countries.
[0003] In the cellular system in recent years, not only
a large coverage and large output macro base station
that was formerly a mainstream but also smaller cover-
age and smaller output pico base station and femto base
station increase in number, which are used for a use of
covering a coverage hole of the macro base station and
a use of shifting a terminal connecting to the macro base
station to a small coverage base station apparatus side
by placing it in an area where the data traffic is locally
high, called a hot spot, namely a use for traffic offloading.
[0004] A network where the large coverage base sta-
tion and the small coverage base station exist together
is termed a heterogeneous network. As a problem pecu-
liar to the heterogeneous network, a downlink cell edge
and an uplink cell edge may not be in coincidence with
each other. Generally, regarding the cell edges formed
between the large coverage base station and the small
coverage base station, the uplink cell edge is located
near the large coverage base station compared to the
downlink cell edge. In the LTE, since the terminal con-
nects to the base station such that a downlink received
power therefrom is high, the terminal in the downlink cell
edge connecting to the large coverage base station will
transmit an uplink signal at a position nearer the small
coverage base station than that in the uplink cell edge.
As a result, it will transmit an uplink interference signal
whose received power is large to the small coverage base
station located in the neighborhood of the terminal.
[0005] Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Pub-
lication No. 2009-303223 discloses one of methods for
solving this problem. This patent literature presents, in
summary, that the small coverage base station detects
the terminal connecting to the large coverage base sta-
tion that may exert an interference of high power to the
small coverage base station, and notifies detected infor-
mation to the large coverage base station to urge it to
perform handover to the small coverage base station.
[0006] A handover related processing in the LTE is dis-
closed, for example, in (1) 3GPP, "Evolved Universal Ter-
restrial Radio Access (E-UTRA) and Evolved Universal
Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN); Overall

description; Stage 2 (Release 10),"TS36.300, pp. 60-91,
v10.3.0, 2011/3, (2) 3GPP, "Evolved Universal Terres-
trial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN); S1 Application
Protocol (S1AP) (Release 9),"TS36.413, pp. 75-82,
v9.1.0, 2009/12, (3) 3GPP, "Evolved Universal Terres-
trial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN); X2 Application
Protocol (X2AP) (Release 9),"TS36.423, pp. 12-17 and
27-32, v9.1.0, 2009/12, (4) 3GPP, "Evolved Universal
Terrestrial Radio Access(E-UTRA); Radio resource Con-
trol (RRC); Protocol Specification (Release
10),"TS36.331, pp. 47-49, pp. 119-120, pp. 191-192,
v10.0.0, 2010/12, and (4) 3GPP, "Evolved Universal Ter-
restrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Medium Access Control
(MAC) protocol specification (Release 10),"TS36.321,
pp. 12-17, v10.0.0, 2010/12. An outline of a handover
method described in 3GPP, "Evolved Universal Terres-
trial Radio Access (E-UTRA) and Evolved Universal Ter-
restrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN); Overall de-
scription; Stage 2 (Release 10),"TS36.300, pp. 60-91,
v10.3.0, 2011/3 will be explained. In the explanation, it
is premised that the terminal is connecting to the large
coverage base station, the small coverage base station
exists in the neighborhood of the terminal, and the ter-
minal is to be moved to the small coverage base station
from the large coverage base station.
[0007] As preliminary preparation before performing
the handover, the large coverage base station configure
the terminal to measure the downlink received power
about the large coverage base station and the neighbor
base stations, i.e., the small coverage base stations in
the case explained here, and report it. The terminal feeds
back a measurement result of the downlink received pow-
er to the large coverage base station according to a con-
figuration result. The large coverage base station refers
to feedback information coming from the terminal, and if
the downlink received power that is the downlink received
power about the small coverage base station added with
the a predetermined bias becomes larger than the down-
link received power about the neighbor large coverage
base station, it will start the handover processing of the
terminal to the small coverage base station.
[0008] In the handover processing, first, the large cov-
erage base station issues a Handover Request to the
small coverage base station that becomes a destination
of the terminal. If an ACK comes back from the small
coverage base station, a Handover command will be
transmitted to the terminal so that the terminal shall move
to the small coverage base station. Upon reception of
the Handover command, the terminal performs downlink
reception timing synchronization and an initial access op-
eration to the small coverage base station described in
the Handover command. Subsequently, the small cov-
erage base station gives a terminal ID that is distributed
locally within the small coverage base station, and prep-
aration of data communication is completed on the radio
side. On the other hand, in order to hand over the data
communication of the terminal between the base sta-
tions, a Sequence Number given to a data signal is hand-
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ed over between the base stations. Moreover, since it is
necessary to know which base station takes a control of
the terminal when seeing it from a network host side,
information on the original base station and the destina-
tion base station of the terminal is reported to a Mobility
Management Entity (MME) from the base stations that
are involved in the handover.

SUMMARY

[0009] The heterogeneous network where a large cov-
erage base station whose output is comparatively large
and a small coverage base station whose output is com-
paratively small exist together has a problem that geo-
graphical positions of a cell edge in downlink communi-
cation and a cell edge in uplink communication differ from
each other. The problem causes the following phenom-
ena. When the terminal that chose the large coverage
base station as a serving base station on the basis of the
downlink received power is located in such a way that a
distance to the large coverage base station when seeing
from the terminal is further than a distance to the small
coverage base station, that is, the terminal is located in
the neighborhood of the small coverage base station, if
power control is performed so that the terminal may be
able to receive it with a target received power to the large
coverage base station, a large uplink interference power
exceeding the target received power will occur in the
small coverage base station located in the neighborhood
of the terminal. This large uplink interference power ex-
erts an adverse effect, such as a throughput fall and com-
munication disconnection, on the uplink communication
of the terminal connecting to the small coverage base
station. An object of the present invention is to reduce
the adverse effect that this large uplink interference pow-
er brings about.
[0010] A technology having the same object is dis-
closed in Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Pub-
lication No. 2009-303223, for example. According to this
patent literature, the small coverage base station does
not allocate a communication resource to any terminal,
provides a zero section where only a reception observa-
tion operation is performed, and monitors the received
power of an uplink signal transmitted by the terminal con-
necting to the large coverage base station in the section.
Disclosed is a technology whereby upon reception of a
large received power, the small coverage base station
specifies a source terminal of the signal, notifies infor-
mation that specifies the source terminal to the large cov-
erage base station to which the source terminal connects,
and urges the large coverage base station to perform a
handover processing to the small coverage base station.
[0011] However, this patent literature takes an ap-
proach whereby the large coverage base station notifies
parameters related to the source terminal to the small
coverage base station in advance, and the small cover-
age base station tries to specify the source terminal
based on the notified parameters. Since this method re-

quires information related to a large number of terminals
that do not exert interferences to the small coverage base
station to be sent in advance, this method comes with a
problem that a communication traffic volume between
the large coverage base station and the small coverage
base station that is necessary to achieve the above-men-
tioned object becomes huge. This problem is one of the
problems to be solved by the present invention.
[0012] In view of the above respects, the present in-
vention has an object to provide a wireless communica-
tion system that can reduce the uplink interference to the
base station whose output is comparatively low while
suppressing communication between the base stations
and can stabilize radio communication of a terminal con-
necting to the base station in a wireless communication
system where the base station whose output is large and
the base station whose power is small exist together, and
a base station thereof.
[0013] The problem is solved by a wireless communi-
cation system in which multiple base stations and one or
more terminals exist, each terminal connects with one
base station and that performs changing of a serving
base station according to a communication state of each
terminal, namely so-called handover, characterized in
that a second base station other than a first base station
to which the terminal connects multicast transmits infor-
mation for urging the handover to the multiple base sta-
tions except the second base station.
[0014] According to the first aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a wireless communication sys-
tem that has multiple base stations including the first base
station with which the terminal communicates and the
second base station to which a radio signal transmitted
from the terminal becomes an interference power, and
that can perform handover of the terminal from the first
base station to the second base station, in which upon
detection of the interference power being more than or
equal to a previously set threshold, the second base sta-
tion multicast transmits the information for urging the
handover to multicast receiver base stations that include
the first base station and are at least a part of the multiple
base stations, and/or the multicast receiver base station
that received the information specifies a terminal that is
inferred to exert the interference to the second base sta-
tion being a multicast source among the terminals con-
necting to the local base station, and performs the hando-
ver processing to the terminal.
[0015] According to the second aspect of the present
invention, there is provided a base station in the wireless
communication system that has multiple base stations
including the first base station with which the terminal
communicates and the second base station to which the
radio signal transmitted from the terminal becomes an
interference power, including: an interference power
measuring part that inputs therein the radio signal trans-
mitted from the terminal and measures a received power
density for each predetermined unit time and for each
predetermined frequency; and/or a multicast transmis-
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sion part that upon detection of the received power den-
sity being more than or equal to the previously set thresh-
old, specifies a terminal that is inferred to exert the inter-
ference to the local base station, and multicast transmits
the information for urging the handover.
[0016] According to the third aspect of the present in-
vention, there is provided a base station in the wireless
communication system that has multiple base stations
including the first base station with which the terminal
communicates and the second base station to which the
radio signal transmitted from the terminal becomes an
interference power and can perform handover of the
serving base station of the terminal, having: a mobile-ter-
minal-of-interference-source specifying part that re-
ceives information that is multicast transmitted from the
second base station having detected an interference
power being more than or equal to the previously set
threshold and specifies a terminal that is inferred to exert
the interference to the second base station of the multi-
cast source among the terminals connecting to the local
base station; and/or a handover processing part that per-
forms the handover processing about the terminal that
was specified by the mobile-terminal-of-interference-
source specifying part.
[0017] According to the aspects of the present inven-
tion, there is provided the wireless communication sys-
tem where the base station whose output is large and
the base station whose output is small exist together, in
which it is possible to reduce the uplink interference to
the base station whose output is comparatively low while
suppressing communication between the base stations,
and to stabilize the radio communication of the terminal
connecting to the base station.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018]

Fig. 1 is one example of a system configuration of
this embodiment;
Fig. 2 is an explanatory diagram of a problem that is
intended to be solved;
Fig. 3 is an operating sequence diagram of the whole
system according to this embodiment;
Fig. 4A is a diagram showing a multicast range of
interference generation rule information according
to this embodiment;
Fig. 4B is an embodiment of a neighbor list according
to this embodiment;
Fig. 5 is an example of a flowchart of a small cover-
age base station according to this embodiment;
Fig. 6 is a method for detecting a large interference
received power in the small coverage base station
according to this embodiment;
Fig. 7A is a first example of a method for recording
large interference received power generation time
and frequency in the small coverage base station
according to this embodiment;

Fig. 7B is a second example of the method for re-
cording the large interference received power gen-
eration time and frequency in the small coverage
base station according to this embodiment;
Fig. 8A is one example of a multicast message of
the interference generation rule information accord-
ing to this embodiment;
Fig. 8B is an example of a protocol specification of
the multicast message of the interference generation
rule information according to this embodiment;
Fig. 9 is an example of a flowchart of a large coverage
base station according to this embodiment;
Fig. 10A is a first example of the interference gen-
eration rule information that the large coverage base
station receives in a multicast manner according to
this embodiment;
Fig. 10B is an example of log creation of uplink radio
resource allocation in the large coverage base sta-
tion and one example of a collation processing of the
received interference generation rule information
and the allocation log according to this embodiment;
Fig. 11A is a second example of the interference
generation rule information that the large coverage
base station receives in a multicast manner accord-
ing to this embodiment;
Fig. 11B is an example of a method for recording the
uplink reference signal configuration information in
the large coverage base station and one example of
the collation processing of the received interference
generation rule information and the configuration in-
formation according to this embodiment;
Fig. 12A is an example of an operating sequence of
a downlink received power acquisition processing
according to this embodiment;
Fig. 12B is one example of a downlink received pow-
er acquisition result about each terminal in the large
coverage base station according to this embodi-
ment;
Fig. 13 is an example of a handover execution de-
termination method in the large coverage base sta-
tion according to this embodiment;
Fig. 14 is a block diagram showing a configuration
of the small coverage base station according to this
embodiment.
Fig. 15 is a configuration diagram of devices of the
small coverage base station according to this em-
bodiment;
Fig. 16 is a block diagram showing a configuration
of the large coverage base station according to this
embodiment; and
Fig. 17 is a configuration diagram of devices of the
large coverage base station according to this em-
bodiment.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

First Embodiment

[0019] Fig. 1 shows one example of a system config-
uration of this embodiment. As a base station apparatus
of a wireless communication system, the system has a
large coverage base station (a first base station) 1 whose
transmission power is comparatively large, and a small
coverage base station (a second base station) 2 whose
power is comparatively small, in which, for example, a
terminal 3-1 establishes a connection to the large cover-
age base station 1 and a terminal 3-2 establish connec-
tions to the large coverage base station 1 and the small
coverage base station 2, respectively, which enables da-
ta communications (4-1, 4-2) to be performed. The data
communication 4-1 between the terminal 3-1 and the
large coverage base station 1 serves as an interference
signal 5 to the small coverage base station 2. Incidentally,
in this embodiment, the larger the difference between the
base station apparatuses, the more obvious the problem
to be solved by this embodiment becomes, and therefore
the large coverage base station 1 and the small coverage
base station 2 are differentiated by the transmission pow-
er. However, the transmission powers of the both base
stations may be the same. Each of the large coverage
base station 1 and the small coverage base station 2 is
connected with a gateway device 7, an MME (Mobility
Management Entity) device (position management de-
vice) 8, and an OAM (Operation and Maintenance) de-
vice (maintenance and operation device) 9 through a
backhaul network 6. The gateway device 7 is a terminat-
ing device of a radio access network including each base
station apparatus and the backhaul network 6, and con-
trols the data communication between each terminal 3
and a node outside the radio access network.
[0020] The MME device 8 has a position management
function of the terminal 3, and when the terminal 3 makes
handover extending over the base station apparatuses,
it updates a position of the terminal 3. By managing the
position of the terminal 3 sequentially, the data being
flown from the gateway device 7 to each base station
apparatus is controlled so that its destination may trace
the position of the terminal 3.
[0021] The OAM device 9 has a function of setting op-
eration parameters to each base station apparatus, and
a function of collecting measurement data, such as a
throughput of the base station apparatus and the terminal
and received field intensity, from each base station ap-
paratus and updating the above-mentioned operation pa-
rameters. Although the OAM device 9 is being connected
to the backhaul network 6 that is a management range
of the gateway device 7 in Fig. 1, the OAM device 9 may
exist outside the gateway device 7, i.e., on a core network
side, or on another network connected therefrom through
the core network. In this embodiment, attention should
be paid to a function of transmitting, for example, a list
of other base stations located in the neighborhood of

each base station apparatus, i.e., a neighbor list, among
functions that the OAM device 9 has.
[0022] Before explaining an operating sequence of Fig.
3, the problem to be solved by this embodiment will be
explained more concretely using Fig. 2.
[0023] A horizontal axis shows positions of the terminal
and base station apparatuses, and the left end shows a
position of the small coverage base station 2 whose
transmission power is small, and the right end shows a
position of the large coverage base station 1 whose trans-
mission power is large. A vertical axis shows an uplink
or downlink received power at a position of the horizontal
axis. The uplink received power shows the received pow-
er at each base station apparatus, and the downlink re-
ceived power shows the received power at the terminal 3.
[0024] First, attention is paid to the downlink received
power. A downlink received power 103 of the signal trans-
mitted from the large coverage base station 1 is high near
the large coverage base station 1, and decreases with
increasing distance from the large coverage base station
1 due to propagation attenuation. Similarly, a downlink
received power 104 of the signal transmitted from the
small coverage base station 2 is high near the large cov-
erage base station 2, and decreases with increasing dis-
tance from the small coverage base station 2 due to the
propagation attenuation. A fact that the large coverage
base station 1 and the small coverage base station 2
have different start points in the vertical axis indicates a
difference between their transmission powers. Points at
which the received powers of the signals transmitted from
both base stations are balanced form a region that is
termed a so-called cell edge 105. Since the terminal 3 is
connected to either one of the base stations, a sending
signal from the other base station acts as a serious in-
terference source. Therefore, the cell edge 105 can be-
come a region where a radio communication quality is
the worst.
[0025] Next, attention is paid to the uplink received
power. The terminal 3 is assumed to be located on the
cell edge 105. The terminal 3 controls its transmission
power so that a base station apparatus to which the ter-
minal 3 connects can receive with a target received power
106. Concretely, the terminal 3 measures the received
power of the reference signal transmitted from the base
station apparatus to which the terminal 3 connect, and
estimates a propagation loss from information of the
transmission power of the serving base station apparatus
that is notified separately. By biasing the above-men-
tioned target received power with the estimated propa-
gation loss, the transmission signal from the terminal 3
is received by the serving base station apparatus with
the target received power 106 ideally. In an example of
Fig. 2, although the target received powers 106 of the
large coverage base station 1 and the small coverage
base station 2 are assumed to be the same, they may
differ from each other.
[0026] First, consider a case where the terminal 3 lo-
cated on the cell edge 105 is connecting to the small
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coverage base station 2. At this time, the terminal 3 con-
trols its transmission power so that the small coverage
base station 2 can receive with the target received power
106 (108). Then, the small coverage base station 2 re-
ceives with the target received power 106, and the re-
ceived power at the large coverage base station 1 located
far away from the small coverage base station 2 when
seeing from the terminal becomes considerably lower
than the target received power 106 of the large coverage
base station 1. Since the sending signal from the terminal
3 becomes an interference to the large coverage base
station 1, it is desirable that the sending signal from the
terminal 3 is much lower than the target received power
106.
[0027] On the other hand, consider a case where the
terminal 3 located at the cell edge 105 is connecting to
the large coverage base station 1. At this time, the ter-
minal 3 controls its transmission power so that the large
coverage base station 1 can receive with the target re-
ceived power 106(107). Then, although the sending sig-
nal from the terminal 3 is received with the target received
power 106 by the large coverage base station 1, in the
small coverage base station 2 located in the nearer neigh-
borhood when seeing from the terminal 3, the signal is
received with a power far exceeding the target received
power 106. For the small coverage base station 2, the
sending signal from the terminal 3 connecting to the large
coverage base station 1 is an interference, and this phe-
nomenon will cause occurrence of an interference whose
level is higher than a desired signal received with around
the target received power 106. Solving this interference
problem in uplink communication is a problem of this em-
bodiment.
[0028] Incidentally, although shadowing and a differ-
ence of a propagation loss between the base stations
are not considered in the example of Fig. 2, taking these
influences into consideration, the similar problem will oc-
cur even if the broth base station apparatuses have the
same transmission power.
[0029] Fig. 3 shows an operating sequence diagram
of the whole system according to this embodiment. In
this example, the system considers the small coverage
base station 2 and two large coverage base stations (1-1
and 1-2) as the base station apparatuses, and considers
a terminal A (3-2) connecting to the small coverage base
station 2, a terminal B (3-1) and a terminal C (3-3) con-
necting to the large coverage base station 1-1 as the
terminals. Although the terminal 3 is not connecting to
the large coverage base station 1-2, this is placed to show
a reception destination of the multicast transmission
(S207) from the small coverage base station 2 according
to this embodiment exists besides the large coverage
base station 1-1. The terminal A (3-2) has established a
connection (S201-1) with the small coverage base station
2, and the terminal B (3-1) and the terminal C (3-3) have
established connections (S201-2, S201-3) with the large
coverage base station 1 (1-1). In this state, uplink Grants
(S202-1, S202-2) that are transmission permissions are

received by the terminal A from the small coverage base
station 2 and by the terminal B from the large coverage
base station 1-1, respectively. The terminal A and the
terminal B that received the uplink Grants transmit uplink
data (S203-1, S203-2), respectively, after a fixed period
of time promised by a protocol after the reception. Al-
though the uplink data interferes mutually at this time, in
this embodiment, attention is paid to an interference
(S204) from the terminal B to the small coverage base
station 2.
[0030] The small coverage base station 2 monitors an
uplink interference power for every uplink transmission
time interval (TTI) from the terminal, and tries to detect
the interference power being more than or equal to a
previously set threshold (S205). For example, an electric
power received from a terminal other than the terminal
connecting to the local base station can be designated
as the interference power. Upon detection of the inter-
ference power being more than or equal to the threshold,
the small coverage base station 2 continues to monitor
this, and estimates on which time and frequency rule (in-
terference generation rule) the interference power being
more than or equal to the threshold occurs (S206). For
example, information of a time and information of a fre-
quency (subframe information) at which the interference
power being more than or equal to the threshold is de-
tected during a previously set time of monitoring are
stored, and the interference generation rule is estimated
based on the stored data. The small coverage base sta-
tion 2 multicast transmits the interference generation rule
that the small coverage base station 2 inferred in Step
S206 to neighbor base stations, i.e., the large coverage
base station 1 (1-1) and the large coverage base station
2 (1-2) in Fig. 3, referring to a list of the neighbor base
stations being set by the OAM device 9, i.e., the neighbor
list (S207).
[0031] Each of the neighbor base stations of the small
coverage base station 2 that receive multicast informa-
tion, i.e., the large coverage base station 1 (1-1) and the
large coverage base station 2 (1-2), tries to specify the
terminal that exerts an interference of high power to the
small coverage base station 2 and is under the control
of the local base station 2 (S208-1, S208-2). In specifying
the terminal, each of the large coverage base station 1
(1-1) and the large coverage base station 2 (1-2) collates
between the uplink resource allocation past result (his-
tory) to the own terminal and information about the inter-
ference generation rule received by means of multicast,
going back to the past from the time of receiving the mul-
ticast information. If the uplink resource allocation past
result to a certain terminal connecting to the local base
station and the interference generation rule received by
means of the multicast coincide with each other, each
neighbor base station (here each large coverage base
station) specifies that the terminal is a high power inter-
ference source to the small coverage base station 2, if
the interference generation rule does not coincide with
the uplink resource allocation past result of any terminal,
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it judges that a relevant terminal does not exist. Inciden-
tally, in other cases than the case of complete coinci-
dence, a terminal having a difference within a previously
set tolerance may be allowed. For example, it is all right
to judge whether the difference is within the above-men-
tioned tolerance according to an index obtained by a rule
that is previously set based on the uplink resource allo-
cation past result and the interference generation rule.
[0032] Handover determinations (S209-1, S209-2)
that are in a later stage of mobile terminal of interference
source specifications (S208-1, S208-2) include two kinds
of processings, the handover determination by this em-
bodiment and the conventional handover determination.
[0033] In the handover determination by this embodi-
ment, when a mobile terminal of interference source
specified in S208 is handed over to the small coverage
base station 2 that is a destination to which the interfer-
ence is exerted, it is determined whether it does not ham-
per its downlink communication quality, and if it causes
no hamper, a determination that the handover be per-
formed on the terminal will be made. Although this em-
bodiment is an embodiment where the handover is urged
upon detection of the large uplink interference power, if
a serving base station of the mobile terminal of interfer-
ence source is determined only by the uplink received
power, the handover will be performed without slightest
consideration of the received power at the terminal; as a
result, there may be a case where, when the terminal
tries to switch the serving base station, the terminal falls
into incapability of connection. In order to avoid this prob-
lem, it shall be determined whether the terminal that was
chosen on the basis of the uplink power in S208 is made
to be handed over without causing any problem also in
terms of the downlink communication quality.
[0034] The conventional handover is as follows: the
serving base station compares the downlink received
power that the terminal constantly measures and reports
to the serving base station periodically or by an
event-driven processing between the local base station
and the neighbor base station, and if the downlink re-
ceived power of the neighbor base station is larger than
the downlink received power of the serving base station
added with a constant bias value set by the OAM device
9, it makes a determination that the handover be per-
formed to the terminal.
[0035] Incidentally, the handover determination by this
embodiment is an event-driven type processing that is
performed at the time of receiving the above-mentioned
multicast information; the conventional handover deter-
mination is a periodical one that is performed for every
TTI.
[0036] When the handover is performed based on the
handover determination (S209-1, S209-2), if the deter-
mined terminal exists under the base station, the base
station will shift to a phase of urging the handover to the
terminal and a base station of destination. In Fig. 3, the
explanation will be given assuming that the terminal that
is connected to the large coverage base station 1 (1-1)

and is exerting the interference of high power (S204) to
the terminal B (3-1) is subjected to determination of the
handover execution (being determined to perform the
handover).
[0037] The large coverage base station 1 (1-1) that de-
termined execution of the handover unicast transmits a
Handover Request (S210) about the terminal to the small
coverage base station 2 that is a destination in the hando-
ver and to which the terminal to be handed over is exerting
the interference of high power. If the small coverage base
station 2 that received the request has a resource enough
for accepting the terminal, specifically a sufficient radio
resource and a hardware resource (a processor and
memory), it will reply an acknowledgement that the
handover of the terminal is accepted in a unicast manner
to the large coverage base station 1(1-1) (S211). If the
acceptance is impossible, replying NAK (Non-Acknowl-
edgement) will cause no hindrance to the operation.
However, it is rational that the operation is performed on
a policy that when resources to receive the terminal run
short before the small coverage base station 2 multicasts
the interference generation rule (S207), the multicast is
not performed in order to prevent useless communication
at S210 and S211. This is because the small coverage
base station 2 knows whether it can accept a new termi-
nal in terms of the radio resource and the hardware re-
source at a stage of performing the multicast.
[0038] When receiving ACK (Acknowledgement)
(S211) to the Handover Request (S210) from the small
coverage base station 2, the large coverage base station
1-1 transmits a Handover command (S212) to the termi-
nal B.
[0039] When having received the command, the ter-
minal B tries to establish a connection to a base station
instructed by the command, i.e., here, the small coverage
base station 2. Concretely, the terminal B tries to achieve
the downlink reception timing synchronization by refer-
ring to a downlink synchronization signal (S213) that is
transmitted periodically from the small coverage base
station 2, and in a state where it is assumed that an uplink
transmission timing is in harmony with a downlink recep-
tion timing, executes an initial connection processing
(S214) to the small coverage base station 2. This initial
connection processing corrects the uplink transmission
timing so that it may fit to the reception timing of the small
coverage base station 2, and an ID of the terminal that
will be used locally within the small coverage base station
2 is given from the small coverage base station 2. When
the above processing is completed, the terminal B es-
tablishes a connection with the small coverage base sta-
tion 2, and becomes able to perform the data communi-
cation. Incidentally, more detailed information on the
handover sequence including processings after S210 is
disclosed in 3GPP, "Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio
Access (E-UTRA) and Evolved Universal Terrestrial Ra-
dio Access Network (E-UTRAN); Overall description;
Stage 2 (Release 10),"TS36.300, pp. 60-91, v10.3.0,
2011/3, details of the Handover Request is disclosed in
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3GPP, "Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Net-
work (E-UTRAN); S1 Application Protocol (S1AP) (Re-
lease 9),"TS36.413, pp. 75-82, v9.1.0, 2009/12 and
3GPP, "Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Net-
work (E-UTRAN); X2 Application Protocol (X2AP) (Re-
lease 9),"TS36.423, pp. 12-17 and 27-32, v9.1.0,
2009/12, and details of the Handover command is dis-
closed in 3GPP, "Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Ac-
cess(E-UTRA); Radio resource Control (RRC); Protocol
Specification (Release 10),"TS36.331, pp. 47-49, pp.
119-120, pp. 191-192, v10.0.0, 2010/12 as an RRC
Reconfiguration message, and details about the initial
connection processing is disclosed in 3GPP, "Evolved
Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA); Medium
Access Control(MAC) protocol specification (Release
10),"TS36.321, pp. 12-17, v10.0.0, 2010/12, as Random
Access Procedure, respectively.
[0040] Fig. 4A is a diagram showing a multicast range
of interference generation rule information from the small
coverage base station 2-1. In this figure, there are, for
example, three large coverage base stations (1-1, 1-2,
1-3) and two small coverage base stations (2-1, 2-2), and
the terminal 3-1 transmits the data signal 4-1 to the large
coverage base station 1-1. It is assumed that this data
signal 4-1 becomes the serious interference signal 5 to
the small coverage base station 2-1, but is an interference
signal that can be disregarded from the viewpoint of the
received power to other base stations.
[0041] Following a sequence diagram of Fig. 3, when
the small coverage base station 2-1 receives the inter-
ference signal 5 of a large received power from the ter-
minal 3-1 connecting to the large coverage base station
1-1, the small coverage base station 2-1 measures a gen-
eration rule of the interference signal and multicast trans-
mits information of the measured interference generation
rule to a neighbor base station group 10 that is judged
to be the neighbor base stations through the backhaul
network 6. Information indicating as to which base station
belongs to the neighborhood base station group 10,
namely the neighbor list of the small coverage base sta-
tion 2-1, is distributed from the OAM device 9 to the small
coverage base station 2-1 in advance and is stored in a
neighbor list buffer that will be described later. Inciden-
tally, the following two cases are all right: a case where
the large coverage base station and the small coverage
base station exist together in the neighbor list; and a case
where only either of the two base stations exists.
[0042] Fig. 4B shows a composition example of the
neighbor list. As shown in this figure, the neighbor list
includes the number of base stations and information for
specifying each neighbor base station. The information
for specifying each neighbor base station includes a cell
ID used in a radio communication section, an IP address
necessary to perform mutual communication through the
backhaul network 6, and address information that is
equivalent to the IP address and uniquely specifies each
base station apparatus.
[0043] Fig. 5 shows a flowchart of the small coverage

base station 2 according to this embodiment. The small
coverage base station 2 is also performing usual data
communication in parallel to this flowchart. START of this
flowchart shows, for example, a time at which the small
coverage base station apparatus 2 is activated, and it is
assumed that a loop illustrated in the figure is repeated
for every TTI.
[0044] The small coverage base station 2 determines
whether an interference of a large received power is oc-
curring for every TTI (Step S1001). For example, it de-
termines whether an interference power being more than
or equal to a previously set threshold, like the above-men-
tioned S205. When it is judged that a large interference
received power is occurring, a Monitoring Timer is acti-
vated, the interference of a large received power is mon-
itored until the Timer expires, and a timing and a frequen-
cy location at which the large received power occurred
are left in a log (Step S1002). The generation rule is
measured. The Timer counts up for every TTI. Moreover,
the number of TTIs until the Timer expires can be set by
the OAM device 9.
[0045] After the Timer expires (Step S1004), the small
coverage base station 2 extracts the interference gener-
ation rule based on a log that was formed in Step S1003
and indicates the timing and the frequency position at
which the large interference received power occurred.
Concretely, it extracts and stores a TTI period in which
the large interference received power occurs, a TTI offset
from a reference TTI (for example, 10 TTIs are consid-
ered to form a group and its top TTI is designated as the
reference TTI), a frequency resource offset indicating a
frequency resource position of the large interference re-
ceived power that occurred (was detected) first, and a
frequency resource shift indicating how much a position
of the frequency resource is shifted each time the large
interference received power occurs.
[0046] When Step S1005 is completed, the small cov-
erage base station 2 multicasts the interference gener-
ation rule estimated in Step S1005 that is created as a
data packet to the neighbor base stations shown in the
neighbor list (Step S1006).
[0047] Moreover, in addition to the case where the
small coverage base station has the neighbor list, the
system may be configured so that the system has a de-
vice for storing the neighbor list for each base station, a
data packet including the interference generation rule
that the small coverage base station 2 multicasts is trans-
mitted to the device, and the device transfers the data
packet to the neighbor base stations of the small cover-
age base station 2 based on the neighbor list correspond-
ing to the small coverage base station 2.
[0048] In the above process, as long as a principal base
station to which the terminal bringing about the large in-
terference received power belongs can be specified, uni-
cast transmission to the principal base station may be
done, but it is difficult, as will be shown below.
[0049] For example, a first considered approach is to
blind decode a data signal subjected to scrambling pe-
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culiar to the terminal and perform an inspection using a
CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) bit added to the data.
However, since uplink resource allocation information,
such as a terminal ID, a modulation method, a coding
rate, an amount of allocated frequency resource, and a
frequency position, is unknown, a space of the parame-
ters accompanying blind decoding is too large, and ter-
minal specification is extremely difficult. In order to solve
this problem, sending the above-mentioned allocation in-
formation from the large coverage base station 1-1 to the
small coverage base station 2 in real time is also consid-
erable, but it is not realistic because of squeeze of the
communication capability of communication between the
base stations through the backhaul network 6.
[0050] Moreover, a terminal specifying method using
the reference signal peculiar to the terminal is also con-
siderable, but the reference signal received by the small
coverage base station 2 side shows a form in which the
original reference signal transmitted by the terminal is
multiplied by a radio propagation channel response. Usu-
ally, the reference signal is used in order to estimate the
radio propagation channel response that is an indefinite
quantity based on a premise that the reference signal
itself is already known on the both sides of transmission
and reception. However, in the usage being discussed
here, the reference signal itself needs to be estimated.
If the radio propagation channel response is known, the
reference signal can be estimated, but since the radio
propagation channel response is an unfixed quantity, it
is difficult to specify the terminal by an approach using
the reference signal. Therefore, based on an idea that it
is difficult for small coverage base station to specify the
mobile terminal of interference source belonging to the
large coverage base station 1-1, this embodiment takes
an approach in which only time and frequency positions
at which the large interference received power occurs
are specified and are multicast transmitted to the neigh-
bor base stations.
[0051] Fig. 6 is a diagram showing how to detect the
large interference received power according to this em-
bodiment.
[0052] A horizontal axis is for a number of a frequency
resource for uplink of the small coverage base station 2.
For example, following standard specifications of LTE
(Long Term Evolution), each of the frequency resources
303-1 to 6 is called a Resource block (RB) and has a 180
kHz width that is equal to a bundle of twelve 15-kHz sub-
carriers. A vertical axis is for uplink received power den-
sity (303-1 to 301-6) for every frequency resource. In the
uplink received power, there exist together an uplink sig-
nal from the terminal that belongs to the small coverage
base station 2 and to which the small coverage base
station 2 permitted communication in the frequency re-
source, namely, issued the uplink Grant, and the uplink
signal from the terminal that belongs to the neighbor base
station and received the uplink Grant issued by the neigh-
bor base station.
[0053] If the uplink signal from the terminal belonging

to the neighbor base station has the received power that
can be disregarded to the uplink signal from the terminal
belonging to the base station, the terminal connecting to
the base station will control the transmission power in
harmony with a target received power (301) of the base
station; therefore, the received power densities (303-1
to 303-3, 303-5, and 303-6) of frequency resources will
distribute near the target received power, as illustrated.
Since it is not necessarily true that a propagation path at
the time of deciding the uplink transmission power and
a propagation path at the time of actually performing the
transmission with the transmission power completely co-
incide with each other, the received power densities dis-
tribute above and below the target received power de-
pending on the frequency resource.
[0054] However, when an interference signal of a large
received power coming from the terminal belonging to
the neighbor base station has arrived, the received power
density that far exceeds the target received power 301
is detected in the frequency resource allocated to the
terminal. In order to determine whether the interference
signal of a large received power occurred when the re-
ceived power exceeds the target received power 301 by
a certain amount, the received power density threshold
(302) is provided. It is judged that the interference signal
of a large received power occurred in the frequency re-
source in which the received power density exceeding
the threshold is detected, and the interference signal gen-
eration time and frequency are left in a log as described
in Step S1003 of Fig. 5. A received power density thresh-
old 302 shall be, for example, a value that is the target
received power 301 on which a bias value (304) for in-
terference detection is added.
[0055] The target received power 301 and the bias val-
ue 304 for interference detection can be set by the OAM
device 9 for the small coverage base station 2. Inciden-
tally, regarding the target received power 301, one that
is obtained by averaging the received power density for
each frequency measured by the small coverage base
station 2 using a value being set by the OAM device 9
as an initial value may be used.
[0056] Incidentally, in the embodiment of Fig. 6, a con-
cept of a zero section in which communication is not per-
formed between the local base station and the terminal,
like one that is disclosed in Japanese Unexamined Pat-
ent Application Publication No. 2009-303223, is not in-
troduced. Although introducing the zero section creates
anticipation of improvement in interference detection ac-
curacy, a communication resource quantity that is allo-
cated to the terminal connecting to the small coverage
base station and a throughput decrease; therefore, in this
embodiment, a determination using a threshold that is a
biased target received power is used. This method gives
an effect of being able to utilize the frequency resource
at which no interference of a large received power is re-
ceived.
[0057] Fig. 7A and Fig. 7B are diagrams explaining
how to leave in a log the time and frequency positions at
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which the large interference received power shown in
Step S1003 of Fig. 5 is detected.
[0058] These two diagrams are the same diagram only
except a rule by which the large interference received
power occurs. These grid squares show minimum units
of a communication resource that the base station appa-
ratus allocates to the terminal. The time direction (a hor-
izontal direction in the figure) is shown in a unit of TTI,
and is written as a subframe of 1 ms in this figure. The
frequency direction (a vertical direction in the figure) has
divided into grids for every minimum unit of the frequency
resource allocated to the terminal. Here, according to the
Resource block size of the above-mentioned LTE, it is
set to 180 kHz. Moreover, regarding the measurement
and recording periods, although the number of sub-
frames is set to 12 and the number of frequency resourc-
es is set to 8 in this figure, they are not limited to these
numbers. Moreover, a leftmost side square shall be a
reference subframe 311: for example, one radio frame
includes 10 subframes in the LTE, and a subframe at the
top of the radio frame shall be a reference subframe.
Similarly, a bottommost side square shall be a reference
frequency resource 312: for example, the Resource block
located at the lowest frequency among all the frequency
resources shall be the reference frequency resource.
[0059] Open squares 314 show a subframe and the
Resource block at each of which the large interference
received power was not detected, and filled squares 313
show a subframe and the Resource block at each of
which the large interference received power was detect-
ed.
[0060] Fig. 7A is an example where the large interfer-
ence received power occurs at every four subframes with
the second frame counted from the reference subframe
being set as a top, and occurs at each seventh subframe
counted from the reference frequency resource in the
frequency direction, and a frequency resource shift each
time the large interference received power occurs does
not occur. Fig. 7A is an example where the large inter-
ference received power occurs at each two subframes
with the first frame counted from the reference subframe
being set as a top and at the fifth subframe counted from
the reference frequency resource in the frequency direc-
tion, and regarding a frequency resource shit occurring
each time the large interference occurs, the shift as much
as six frequency resources occurs assuming that the shift
is counted to the top side and it is folded back at the top
edge. The interference generation rule thus estimated is
transmitted to the neighbor base stations described in
the neighbor list as a multicast message. The embodi-
ment regarding the multicast message will be described
in Fig. 8A and Fig. 8B.
[0061] Fig. 8A is an embodiment in the case where the
interference generation rule shown in Fig. 7B is com-
prised as the multicast message. A configuration of the
multicast message includes a cell ID 401 of the small
coverage base station 2 that acts as a transmission
source, a number of the subframe 402 at which the small

coverage base station starts a measurement of the in-
terference generation rule, a duration 403 during which
the measurement is continued similarly, a subframe du-
ration 404 in which the large interference received power
is detected, an offset 405 from the reference subframe,
an index (offset) 406 of the Resource block in which the
large interference received power was detected first in
the measurement duration indicated by 402 and 403, a
shift quantity 407 of the Resource block that arises each
time the large interference received power is detected,
and an indicator 408 indicating as to what kind of physical
channel and signal are used to detect the large interfer-
ence received power.
[0062] The cell ID 401 is a value being set by the OAM
device 9 when the small coverage base station 2 makes
system entry. The subframe number 402 is a sequence
number after the small coverage base station is activat-
ed, and is a number having a range of, for example, 32
bits and is returned to zero when it exceeds a range of
32 bits. Incidentally, for example, in the LTE, since 10
subframes form one radio frame, the reference subframe
corresponds to a subframe number such that a residual
when the subframe number is divided by 10 becomes
zero. The measurement duration 403 of the interference
generation rule is a value set by the OAM device 9. A
measured value (an estimated value) at the small cov-
erage base station is set in the interference generation
rule shown in 404 to 407. A Measurement Object 408 is
an indicator showing a physical channel used for the in-
terference generation rule or a signal, and is set up by
the OAM device 9.
[0063] Fig. 8B shows an expression that is more gen-
eralized Fig. 8A. The figure shows a range of values that
401 to 408 can take. Since the base station that receives
this multicast message is relieved of a requirement to
perform the blind processing by grasping each field
length as the protocol being promised between the base
stations, the multicast reception processing can be in-
creased in efficiency.
[0064] Fig. 9 is a flowchart showing an operation of the
large coverage base station 1 according to this embod-
iment. This flowchart is roughly divided into a left-hand
side showing the handover determination by this embod-
iment and a right-hand side showing the conventional
handover determination. Like the flowchart of the small
coverage base station 2 shown in Fig. 5, it is assumed
that START shows a time when the large coverage base
station 1 is activated, and the operation is repeated for
every TTI.
[0065] In Step S2001, the large coverage base station
1 determines whether the multicast information showing
the interference generation rule information shown in Fig.
8A and Fig. 8B is received from the neighbor base station
for every TTI. When the multicast information is not re-
ceived, the conventional handover determination
processing in the right-hand side in the figure is started.
On the other hand, when the multicast information is re-
ceived, the process proceeds to the next Step S2002.
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[0066] In Step S2002, the large coverage base station
1 collates the interference generation rule that was re-
ceived as the multicast information and a record (log in-
formation) in which the base station itself having received
the multicast information allocated the uplink communi-
cation resource to a belonging terminal, and searches
whether a terminal bringing about a large interference
signal to the base station being a source of the multicast
information exists among the belonging terminals of the
local base station Conditional branching is conducted in
Step S2003 by whether the relevant terminal exists. If
the relevant terminal does not exist, a conventional
handover processing in the right-hand side in the figure
will be started; on the other hand, if the relevant terminal
exists, the process will proceed to Step S2004.
[0067] In Step S2004, the large coverage base station
1 acquires the downlink received power of the terminal
specified in Step S2002 about the base station being a
multicast information source. When the terminal con-
nects to the base station, the terminal is configured to
measure the downlink received powers about the princi-
pal base station and the neighbor base stations, and to
report it to the principal base station periodically or by an
event driven processing using a change in the interrela-
tionship between the base stations of the downlink power
as a trigger. In a stage where Step S2004 starts, if the
downlink received powers have been collected success-
fully from the terminal regarding the principal base station
and the neighbor base stations each being a multicast
source, what is necessary will be just to refer to values
having been collected. However, from viewpoints of sav-
ing an uplink data volume for reporting and reducing pow-
er consumption of the terminal required to measure the
downlink power, there is a case where the measurement
and reporting of the downlink received powers about the
neighbor base stations may be stopped unless the down-
link power about the principal base station is lower than
the threshold. In this case, it is necessary to establish a
configuration again to the terminal so that it may measure
the downlink power about the base station being a trans-
mission source of the multicast information and report it.
The cell ID that the terminal should measure is included
in the multicast information.
[0068] In Step S2005, the large coverage base station
1 determines whether the downlink received power about
the multicast source base station of the terminal acquired
in Step S2004 exceeds the previously set threshold. The
threshold is a value indicating a turning point as to wheth-
er the downlink communication is possible or impossible
and is set by the OAM device 9. If the above-mentioned
downlink received power is lower than the threshold, the
large coverage base station 1 will judge that there is a
possibility that the downlink communication becomes in-
terrupted even when the terminal is shifted (handed over)
to the base station of the multicast source, and will start
the conventional handover processing in the right-hand
side in the figure, not performing the handover process-
ing according to this embodiment. If the above-men-

tioned downlink received power exceeds the threshold,
the process will proceed to Step S2006.
[0069] Step 2006 is a processing in which the large
coverage base station 1 issues the Handover Request
about the terminal to the multicast source base station,
and waits for an acknowledgement from the multicast
source base station. If there are sufficient radio and hard-
ware resources in the multicast source base station that
serves as a receiving side of the terminal, ACK will be
sent back to the large coverage base station 1; if it is
insufficient, NAK will be sent back. In the case of NAK,
a handover processing about the terminal is not per-
formed, and the process proceeds to the conventional
handover processing in the right-hand side in the figure.
In the case of ACK, the Handover command is issued to
the terminal in Step 2007, and the actual handover
processing is started.
[0070] As was described in the explanation of Fig. 3,
details about the conventional handover processing are
disclosed in (1) 3GPP, "Evolved Universal Terrestrial Ra-
dio Access (E-UTRA) and Evolved Universal Terrestrial
Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN); Overall description;
Stage 2 (Release 10),"TS36.300, pp. 60-91, v10.3.0,
2011/3, (2) 3GPP, "Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio
Access Network (E-UTRAN); S1 Application Protocol
(S1AP) (Release 9),"TS36.413, pp. 75-82, v9.1.0,
2009/12, (3) 3GPP, "Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio
Access Network (E-UTRAN); X2 Application Protocol
(X2AP) (Release 9),"TS36.423, pp. 12-17 and 27-32,
v9.1.0, 2009/12, (4) 3GPP, "Evolved Universal Terres-
trial Radio Access(E-UTRA); Radio resource Control
(RRC); Protocol Specification (Release 10),"TS36.331,
pp. 47-49, pp. 119-120, pp. 191-192, v10.0.0, 2010/12,
and (5) 3GPP, "Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Ac-
cess (E-UTRA); Medium Access Control(MAC) protocol
specification (Release 10),"TS36.321, pp. 12-17,
v10.0.0, 2010/12.
[0071] Next, the conventional handover processing
shown in the right-hand side in the figure will be ex-
plained. Incidentally, an appropriate handover process-
ing other than that shown below may be used.
[0072] In Step S2011, the large coverage base station
1 acquires the downlink received power about the prin-
cipal base station and a maximum among the downlink
received powers of the neighbor base stations regarding
each terminal. However, as was already described, al-
though there is a case where the information of the neigh-
bor base stations cannot be acquired due to an interre-
lation between the base stations of the downlink received
power, such a terminal is excluded from handover can-
didate terminals.
[0073] In Step S2012, the downlink received power
about the principal base station and the downlink re-
ceived power of the terminal that can obtain the maximum
among the downlink received powers of the neighbor
base stations are compared. In principle, if the downlink
received power of the neighbor base station exceeds that
of the principal base station, the terminal will become a
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handover object, but in order to prevent frequent occur-
rence of the handover caused by variation of the propa-
gation path, usually a control with a hysteresis is per-
formed. That is, the downlink received power of the prin-
cipal base station is biased, and when the downlink re-
ceived power of the neighbor base station exceeds the
biased downlink received power about the desired signal,
the terminal is assigned as a handover candidate and
the neighbor base station is designated as the base sta-
tion of destination. If the terminal that becomes the
handover candidate by this processing exists, the proc-
ess will proceed to Step S2013; if it does not exist, the
handover processing in the TTI will be ended.
[0074] Steps S2013 and S2014 are the same process-
ing as Steps S2006 and S2007 except that Steps S2013
and S2014 are different from Steps S2006 and S2007
only in the terminal to be handed over and the base sta-
tion of destination. The first example regarding a process-
ing of specifying the terminal that brings about the inter-
ference of high power level to a multicast source base
station in the large coverage base station 1 having re-
ceived the multicast information will be explained using
Fig. 10A and Fig. 10B.
[0075] Fig. 10A shows a part of the multicast informa-
tion that the large coverage base station 1 received. It
describes again the part of information described in Fig.
8A.
[0076] Fig. 10B shows pieces of resource allocation
information that are frequency resources allocated to the
respective terminals by the large coverage base station
1 having received the multicast information are arranged
in time series with the subframe number included in the
multicast information placed at the top. In data commu-
nication allocation to the terminal by the base station,
dynamic scheduling in which a user device identifier is
changed dynamically TTI by TTI. If an allocation TTI in-
terval to the terminal and an allocation rule of the fre-
quency resource are known, a simpler approach as
shown in Fig. 11B can be taken. In Fig. 10B, since the
resource allocation to the terminal is based on the dy-
namic scheduling, for example, by the base station itself
leaving a log as shown in Fig. 10B, a processing of spec-
ifying the terminal that is expected in this embodiment
can be performed.
[0077] In Fig. 10, indexes of the frequency resources
are arranged in the vertical direction, and rows of respec-
tive TTIs are formed sequentially in the horizontal direc-
tion from the top of the interference generation rule meas-
urement duration that the multicast information instructs.
The information described in each grid square shows an
user device identifier (uid) in the frequency resource and
the TTI. If the frequency resource and the TTI with gray
hatch 509 that the interference generation rule shown in
Fig. 10A shows are overlapped on this table, the terminal
that exerts the interference of high power to the base
station of a multicast information source can be specified.
In the example of this figure, the terminal of uid = 3 is
specified as a relevant terminal. When multiple terminals

exist in the range of gray hatch, they may be processed,
for example, as if the terminal could not be specified.
[0078] A second example regarding the processing of
specifying the terminal that brings about the interference
of high power level to the multicast source base station
in the large coverage base station 1 having received the
multicast information will be explained using Fig. 11A and
Fig. 11B.
[0079] Fig. 11A shows the multicast information that
the large coverage base station 1 received. Although it
is almost the same as that of Fig. 10A, a Measurement
Object 506 is changed to a Reference from Data. A dif-
ference between the Data and the Reference is intended
to be a difference caused by that the communication re-
source that is allocated to the terminal by the base station
is through the dynamic scheduling or through fixed
scheduling. As a representative of such a Reference,
there is a Sounding Reference Signal (SRS) specified
by LTE standard specifications. The SRS enables the
base station to configure the transmission subframe and
the subframe offset for every terminal. The terminal can
be configured to be able to transmit by wideband trans-
mission that uses the whole frequency resources or by
using a part of the frequency resource at each transmis-
sion timing, and so that the transmission frequency re-
source may do hopping at each transmission timing.
Thus, the Reference represents a signal whose trans-
mission method is configured in advance to the terminal
by the base station and that is transmitted from the ter-
minal according to a fixed time and frequency rule.
[0080] Fig. 11B is a table showing how the large cov-
erage base station 1 has configured the transmission
method of the Reference to each of its belonging termi-
nals. This configuration information can be stored in ad-
vance in the large coverage base station 1. The large
coverage base station 1 collates the multicast information
shown in Fig. 11A and the configuration information of
Fig. 11B to search the terminal in which the configuration
information coincides with the multicast information.
[0081] Information items that agree with the configu-
ration information of Fig. 11B in the multicast information
shown in Fig. 11A are four kinds of items 502, 503, 504,
and 505, and these correspond to 511, 512, 513, and
514 of Fig. 11B, respectively. In the example of this figure,
since the multicast information and the configuration in-
formation shown in Fig. 11A are in coincidence in the
terminal of User Equipment ID = 3, the terminal of the ID
= 3 is judged to bring about the large interference re-
ceived power to the small coverage base station 2. When
full coincidence between the multicast information and
the configuration information as shown in Fig. 11B cannot
be checked, it may be judged that the terminal being
bringing about the interference of high power level to the
multicast source base station cannot be specified.
[0082] A method as to how the base station acquires
the downlink received power in the terminal shown in
Step S2004 of Fig. 9 will be shown using Fig. 12A and
Fig. 12B. Fig. 12A summarizes the operating sequences,
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and Fig. 12B summarizes the downlink received powers
for every terminal and for every base station that the base
station acquires in a table.
[0083] First, according to Fig. 12A, a procedure rang-
ing from measurement of the downlink received power
by the terminal to reporting of it to the base station will
be explained. First, the base station 1 to which the ter-
minal is connected performs a Measurement Configura-
tion (S601) to the terminal 3. This configuration includes,
for example, the cell ID of the base station (the serving
base station of the terminal and its neighbor base sta-
tions) that becomes a measurement object, a frequency
band in which measurement is done, a temporal duration
in which the communication resource for the data com-
munication is not allocated (being termed a Measure-
ment Gap in the LTE standard specification), and a time
period at which the downlink received power measure-
ment result is reported to the base station or a trigger
condition by which the measurement result is reported
to the base station (for example, a condition of a downlink
received power difference between the serving base sta-
tion and the neighbor base station, etc.). Incidentally, the
cell ID of the base station that becomes a measurement
object is based on the neighbor list held by the base sta-
tion transmitting the configuration. The terminal 3 meas-
ures the downlink received powers about respective base
stations using the downlink reference signals (S602-1,
S602-2) transmitted from the serving base station 1 and
the neighbor base station 2, respectively, according to
the configuration received in S601 (S603). After the
measurement, when the time duration or trigger condition
that was configured in S601 is fulfilled, the terminal 3
reports the measurement result to the serving base sta-
tion 1 (S604).
[0084] Fig. 12B is a table of the downlink received pow-
ers for each terminal and for each base station created
based on a Measurement Report (S604) that is reported
from each terminal 3 connecting to the serving base sta-
tion 1 to the serving base station 1. The base station
name is based on the neighbor list shown in Fig. 4B. The
terminals are arranged in the horizontal direction. Al-
though the terminal should measure in principle the
downlink received powers about all the base stations that
were configured by the serving base station, there is a
case where a part of the measuring operation and a re-
porting operation by the terminal may be omitted from
the a viewpoint of a battery life of the terminal and saving
of the uplink communication band. Such an operation is
performed by the base station performing not a periodical
report but an event-driven type configuration of a report.
[0085] At this time, a part of table shown in Fig. 12B
may not be filled. However, in the case where regarding
the terminal that was specified to exert the large uplink
interference to a certain neighbor base station in Step
S2003 of Fig. 9, the terminal has not reported the down-
link received power about the neighbor base station,
processings of the Measurement Configuration in Step
S601 and thereafter are performed following the operat-

ing sequence shown in Fig. 12A so that the terminal
should report the downlink received power about the
neighbor base station, whereby the downlink received
power can be acquired in Step S2004.
[0086] Fig. 13 explains a difference between the
handover determination according to this embodiment
and the conventional handover determination will be ex-
plained on a premise that the downlink received power
for every base station and for every terminal shown in
Fig. 12B have been collected successfully by an operat-
ing sequence of Fig. 12A.
[0087] Fig. 13 is a bar graph with the base station
shown in the horizontal direction and the downlink re-
ceived power about each base station shown in the ver-
tical direction. This graph is the downlink received power
reported from a certain terminal connecting to the large
coverage base station 1-1. It is in a state where the down-
link received powers about not only the large coverage
base station 1-1 being the serving base station but also
the large coverage base station 1-2 being the serving
base station and the small coverage base station 2-2 are
reported -90 [dBm], -140 [dBm], and -95 [dBm], respec-
tively.
[0088] In the usual handover processing, when the
downlink received power of the neighbor base station
exceeds the threshold (621) that is the downlink received
power of the large coverage base station 1-1 being the
serving base station biased with Pb [dB], the handover
processing that designates the neighbor base station
whose downlink received power exceeds the threshold
621 as a destination, for example, processings corre-
sponding to Step S210 and thereafter shown in Fig. 3
are started. Incidentally, the bias value Pb is set by the
OAM device 9.
[0089] On the other hand, the handover processing by
this embodiment will begin by the neighbor base station
multicast transmitting the interference generation rule in-
formation. The cell ID of the base station being the mul-
ticast information source is stored in the same multicast
information. Since a determination of handover execu-
tion according to this embodiment, being different from
the conventional one, aims at avoiding a serious uplink
interference even if the terminal dares to be moved from
the base station whose downlink quality is excellent to
the base station whose downlink quality is bad, if the
downlink received power is secured to such a degree
that it establishes the downlink data communication at
the least, it will be enough regarding the downlink com-
munication quality. For example, it is possible to set the
downlink received power to a value that holds the down-
link communication and is as low as possible. For exam-
ple, it is also possible to set a threshold Pthr to a value
smaller than the downlink received power of the large
coverage base station 1-1. In Fig. 13, the threshold Pthr
is provided at -100 dBm.
[0090] The threshold Pthr is set by the OAM device 9.
Assume a case where the source base station of the
multicast information is the large coverage base station
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1-2. Since the downlink received power is -140 [dBm]
and is lower than the threshold Pthr = -100 dBm, it is
anticipated that when the terminal is handed over to the
large coverage base station 1-2, the downlink communi-
cation comes to be not established although the uplink
interference received power at the large coverage base
station 1-2 being the neighbor base station is large; there-
fore, the handover is not performed.
[0091] On the other hand, in the case where the source
base station of the multicast information is the small cov-
erage base station 2-2, since the downlink received pow-
er is -95 [dBm] and exceeds the threshold Pthr = -100
dBm, the downlink received power does not reach to that
of the current serving base station, i.e., the large cover-
age base station 1-1, but the serious uplink interference
to the neighbor base station, i.e., the small coverage base
station 2-2 can be suppressed; therefore, the handover
processing to the terminal is started.
[0092] Incidentally, if the handover is performed on this
condition, the downlink received power of the terminal
after the handover will become -95 dBm in the case of
the small coverage base station 2-2 being a new serving
base station, and -90 dBm in the case of the large cov-
erage base station 2-2 becoming the neighbor base sta-
tion, which shows that the neighbor base station has a
larger received power. There are two problems that may
occur at this time. The first one is that the downlink com-
munication quality deteriorates and the second one is a
point that the terminal returns to the original large cover-
age base station 1-1 by the handover immediately.
[0093] The first problem will pose little problem practi-
cally if a radio resource activity ratio of each base station
is low. That the radio resource activity ratio is low means
that an interference signal using the same radio resource
as the radio resource by which the desired signal is trans-
mitted becomes difficult to occur stochastically. Con-
versely, the downlink communication quality deteriorate
substantially due to the interference signal stochastically,
but if it is averaged on a long-term basis, there will be
room to improve the downlink communication quality.
However, this improvement depends on the radio re-
source activity ratio, in the case where the radio resource
activity ratio is high and a probability of generation of the
interference signal is high, this first problem is avoidable
by utilizing technologies of eICIC (enhanced Inter Cell
Interference Control) and CoMP (Coordinated Multi-
Point Transmission/Reception) that are being examined
for standardization in the LTE-Advanced standardiza-
tion. Incidentally, eICIC is disclosed in 3GPP, "Evolved
Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA) and
Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-
UTRAN); Overall description; Stage 2(Release
10),"TS36.300, pp. 119-120, v10.3.0, 2011/3, and CoMP
is disclosed in 3GPP, "Evolved Universal Terrestrial Ra-
dio Access (E-UTRA); Further advancements for E-
UTRA physical layer aspects (Release 9),"TR36.814, pp.
15-19, v9.0.0, 2010/3.
[0094] The second problem is that, even if the terminal

was handed over to the small coverage base station 2-2
side, due to the conventional handover processing that
is performed in the small coverage base station, the ter-
minal will be again handed over to the original large cov-
erage base station 1-1. In order to avoid this problem, it
is avoidable by setting a bias value Pr shown in Fig. 13
comparatively large to the small coverage base station
2-2. For example, in an example of Fig. 13, if the bias
value Pb is set to Pb = 6 dB of the small coverage base
station 2-2, unless the downlink received power about
the neighbor base station does not exceed -95 [dBm] +
6 [dB] = -89 [dBm], the handover does not occur again.
If this is set to Pb = 4 dB, the downlink received power
will become -95[dBm] + 4[dB] = -91 [dBm], the downlink
received power about the large coverage base station
1-1 being the neighbor base station will become -90
[dBm] to exceed the threshold, and therefore, the hando-
ver whose destination is the large coverage base station
1-1 will occur again immediately after the handover. Re-
garding the bias value Pb, for example, the large cover-
age base station 1-1 being a handover source may de-
cide it based on the downlink received power (for exam-
ple, -90 dBm) about the local base station, and may notify
it to the small coverage base station 2-2 being a handover
destination. The small coverage base station 2-2 may
reset the bias value Pb according to this notification.
[0095] Fig. 14 is a block diagram showing a configu-
ration of the small coverage base station 2 according to
this embodiment. The small coverage base station 2 has,
for example, a network interface part 701, a data buffer
702, a neighbor list buffer 703, an interference parameter
estimation processing part (interference generation rule
inferring part) 704, a downlink data signal processing part
705, an uplink data signal processing part 706, an inter-
ference power measuring processing part 707, a re-
source allocation processing part 708, a radio interface
part 709, and a base station antenna 710. The network
interface part 701 has a multicast transmission part 711.
[0096] The terminal 3 performs radio communication
with the small coverage base station 2 through the an-
tenna 710. The radio interface part 709 includes analog
components: for example, a duplexer for discriminating
radio frequencies that are different between uplink and
downlink; a power amplifier for amplifying a downlink ra-
dio frequency signal; a low noise amplifier for amplifying
an uplink radio frequency signal; an up converter for con-
verting a downlink baseband signal into the downlink ra-
dio frequency signal; a down converter for converting the
uplink radio frequency signal into an uplink baseband
signal; a digital-analog converter for converting a down-
link baseband digital signal into a downlink baseband
analog signal; an analog-digital converter for converting
an uplink baseband analog signal into an uplink base-
band digital signal, and the like. The above-mentioned
low noise amplifier has a function of AGC (Automatic
Gain Control) that performs a gain control adaptively on
the input, namely weakening a strong received power
and strengthening a weak received power, so that an
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output voltage corresponding to the averaged received
power is adjusted to be constant.
[0097] The downlink data signal processing part 705
reads the bit sequences of the user data and the control
information from the data buffer 702, performs coding,
modulation, user data mapping to the radio resource, in-
verse Fourier transform, etc. according to a standard pro-
tocol, such as LTE, and outputs a baseband digital IQ
sampling signal to the radio interface part 709. The
above-mentioned user data mapping is controlled ac-
cording to an instruction from the resource allocation
processing part 708.
[0098] The uplink data signal processing part 706 per-
forms a Fourier transform, detection, user data demap-
ping, demodulation, and decoding on the baseband dig-
ital IQ sampling signal inputted from the radio interface
part 709 and writes the bit sequences of the user data
and the control information in the data buffer 702.
[0099] The interference power measuring processing
part 707 performs Fourier transform on the baseband
digital IQ sampling signal inputted from the radio interface
part 709, and measures the received power for each fre-
quency resource over a time of the TTI to the signal con-
verted into the frequency domain. To a received signal
of the LTE standard specification, the received power is
measured by totaling sums of squares of an I component
and a Q component of an IQ received symbol in a range
defined by 12 subcarriers in a frequency direction and
one subframe in a time direction. However, since an AGC
processing is performed in the radio interface part 709
at this time, it is necessary to correct the above-men-
tioned value of the sums of squares by inputting what
amount of gain was multiplied in the AGC into the inter-
ference power measuring processing part 707. The
measurement result of the interference power is output-
ted to the interference parameter estimation processing
part 704 in the later stage. Incidentally, since parts of the
uplink data signal processing part 706 and the interfer-
ence power measuring processing part 707 up to Fourier
transform of the input signal have the same configuration,
an output after a Fourier transform processing may be
shared between the uplink data signal processing part
706 and the interference power measuring processing
part 707.
[0100] The resource allocation processing part 708
performs radio resource allocation in the uplink and
downlink communications. It is important to leave a log
of an allocation result as shown in Fig. 10B and Fig. 11B
in this embodiment, and the allocation can be done by
any allocation algorithm. When the resource allocation
algorithm according to the communication quality of each
terminal is applied, with respect to the downlink commu-
nication, the terminal measures the downlink communi-
cation quality, for example, the communication quality
information corresponding to Channel Quality Indicator
(CQI) etc. in the LTE standard specifications, and feed
it back to the base station apparatus. That is, information
of the CQI etc. is processed in the uplink data signal

processing part 706, and an outputted bit sequence, i.e.,
the downlink communication quality information of the
CQI etc. is stored in the data buffer 702. The resource
allocation processing part 708 refers to this stored result
and performs the downlink resource allocation to each
terminal.
[0101] Similarly, with respect to the uplink communi-
cation, the base station apparatus estimates CQI etc. in
the uplink data signal processing part 706 using the ref-
erence signal that the terminal transmits, for example,
SRS, and stores an estimated result in the data buffer
702. Incidentally, an uplink radio resource allocation re-
sult is notified to the downlink data signal processing part
705 and the uplink data signal processing part 706, while
a downlink radio resource allocation result is notified only
to the downlink data signal processing part 705. Meaning
of notifying the uplink radio resource allocation result to
the downlink data signal processing part 705 is to intend
to transmit uplink allocation information as the uplink
Grant to the terminal. Similarly, meaning of notifying the
uplink radio resource allocation result to the uplink data
signal processing part 706 is to intend to perform a
processing of demodulation and decoding without relying
upon blind decode by having inputted a fact as to which
terminal transmits the signal in each frequency resource
and as to which modulation method, coding rate, etc. are
applied to the signal. The intention of notifying the down-
link radio resource allocation result to the downlink data
signal processing part 705 includes an intention of in-
structing as to which data addressed to a certain terminal
is transmitted and as to which modulation method, coding
rate, etc. are used to transmit the data in each frequency
resource, and an intention of creating the allocation in-
formation as the control information by a fixed modulation
method and with a fixed coding rate. The interference
parameter estimation processing part 704 performs
threshold determination on the measurement result of an
interference power that the interference power measur-
ing processing part 707 outputs for each frequency re-
source, recording of time and frequency positions at
which the large interference received power as shown in
Fig. 7A and Fig. 7B is detected, and extraction of the
interference generation rule in Step S1001 up to Step
51005 according to the flowchart shown in Fig. 5.
[0102] The neighbor list buffer 703 is a buffer for storing
the neighbor list of the small coverage base station 2
notified from the OAM device 9. This neighbor list is re-
ferred to by the multicast transmission part 711 and the
downlink data signal processing part 705 as a content of
the Measurement Configuration to the terminal. The data
buffer 702 is a buffer for temporarily storing the user data
and the control information about each terminal. In the
downlink direction, the data buffer 702 temporarily stores
the user data inputted from a gateway 7, and the data is
read by the downlink data signal processing part 205 that
received an instruction of a resource allocation process-
ing part 208. In the uplink direction, the data buffer 702
temporarily stores the user data and the control informa-
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tion outputted from an uplink data signal processing part
206, and the data is referred to by the resource allocation
processing part 208, is outputted to the gateway 7, and
is done in an other way.
[0103] The network interface part 701 is placed be-
tween both of the data buffer 702 and the neighbor list
buffer 703 and the backhaul network 6, and performs
conversion between the packet transmitted in the back-
haul network 6 and a payload in the packet used by the
small coverage base station 2 side. A portion of the pack-
et with the payload excluded from it is a region where a
transmission control (destination address etc.) in the
backhaul networks 6, such as a header, is performed.
[0104] The multicast transmission part 711 refers to
contents of the neighbor list and multicast transmits in-
formation of the interference generation rule that the in-
terference parameter estimation processing part 704 out-
putted, concretely, information as shown in Fig. 8A, to
the neighbor base station group described in the neigh-
bor list. The multicast transmission referred to here is
required just to perform a transmission that achieves the
multicast as its function and, for example, an identical
payload may be unicast transmitted to each of the neigh-
bor base stations. The multicast transmission part 711
performs Step S1006 shown in Fig. 5.
[0105] Fig. 15 shows a device configuration of the
small coverage base station according to this embodi-
ment.
[0106] Each block shown in Fig. 14 can be performed
by, for example, each device shown in Fig. 15.
[0107] A network interface device 801 is a device that
has an interface function to the backhaul network 6, and
has a socket for connecting a cable on the backhaul net-
work 6 side. Various network interface cards are availa-
ble in the market.
[0108] Symbols 802 to 805 are processors that have
respective functions, and a reason why the processors
are provided separately is that a multi-process process-
ing and interprocess communication are assumed. As
long as a processor supports a multithread or the multi-
process processing, these functions may be integrated
into a single or multiple processors appropriately. More-
over, programs of these processors are stored in pro-
gram memory 807, and when the small coverage base
station 2 starts or reboots, these are read from the pro-
gram memory 807 into each of the processors 802 to 805.
[0109] The network communication processor 802 has
a function of processing communications with the gate-
way device 7, the MME device 8, the OAM device 9, and
other base stations, and also has a function of writing the
received data in main memory 806 and a function of read-
ing transmission data from the main memory 806. More-
over, it has a function of multicast transmitting the inter-
ference generation rule information that the interference
generation rule estimation processor 805 wrote in the
main memory 806 via a memory bus 808 to the neighbor
base stations following the neighbor list stored in the main
memory 806, and also has functions of receiving an up-

date program for each processor from the OAM device
9 and writing it in the program memory 807.
[0110] The resource allocation processor 803 is a proc-
essor that governs a function of the resource allocation
processing part 708 of Fig. 14, and has functions of: ac-
quiring the downlink communication quality reported
from each terminal, an uplink communication quality for
every terminal that the base station itself estimates, and
a residual quantity of data addressed to each terminal
from the main memory 806; performing so-called packet
scheduling; and notifying choice of the terminal that com-
municates with each radio resource and the modulation
method and an encoding system that are applied in the
each radio resource to a radio signal processor 804.
[0111] The radio signal processor 804 is a processor
that governs functions of the downlink data signal
processing part 705 and the uplink data signal processing
part 706 of Fig. 14. According to the resource allocation
result that was instructed from the resource allocation
processor 803 and the coding and modulation methods,
the radio signal processor 804 performs processings of
reading data of the terminal to which the resource is al-
located in the case of the downlink communication, and
of writing a demodulation and decoding result in the main
memory 806 in the case of the uplink communication.
Moreover, it also has a function of writing the downlink
communication quality of each terminal included in the
uplink signal and the uplink communication quality esti-
mated from the uplink reference signal in the main mem-
ory 806.
[0112] The interference generation rule estimation
processor 805 governs functions of the interference pow-
er measuring processing part 707 and the interference
parameter estimation processing part 704 of Fig. 14. It
inputs therein a signal that is a baseband digital IQ signal
in the frequency domain outputted from the radio signal
processing processor 804 after being branched, derives
a rule of a time and a frequency at which the interference
power exceeding the threshold is detected, and writes
information of the derived interference generation rule in
the main memory 806.
[0113] An RF component 809 has a function of con-
verting a baseband digital IQ downlink signal into a radio
frequency analog IQ downlink signal and a function of
converting a radio frequency analog IQ uplink signal into
a baseband digital IQ uplink signal. The RF component
809 has, like the radio interface part 709 of Fig. 14, the
duplexer for discriminating radio frequencies that are dif-
ferent between uplink and downlink, the power amplifier
for amplifying the downlink radio frequency signal, the
low noise amplifier for amplifying the uplink radio frequen-
cy signal, the up converter for converting the down base-
band signal into the downlink radio frequency signal, the
down converter for converting the uplink radio frequency
signal into the uplink baseband signal, the digital-analog
converter for converting the downlink baseband digital
signal into the downlink baseband analog signal, the an-
alog-digital converter for converting the uplink baseband
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analog signal into the uplink baseband digital signal, and
the like. The above-mentioned low noise amplifier has a
function of controlling a gain to an input adaptively, in
such a way to weaken a strong received power and
strengthen a weak received power, so that the output
voltage corresponding to an average received power
may become constant. Moreover, the duplexer has an
antenna cable socket for connecting an antenna on its
radio side.
[0114] Fig. 16 is a block diagram showing a configu-
ration of the large coverage base station 1 according to
this embodiment.
[0115] Since the large coverage base station 1 has the
same configuration as that of Fig. 14 with respect to the
radio side away from the radio interface part 709 and the
backhaul side away from the network interface part 701
except nonexistence of the multicast transmission part
711, its explanation is omitted. Moreover, since functions
of the downlink data signal processing part 705 and the
uplink data signal processing part 706 and their relation-
ships with the resource allocation processing part 208
are the same as those of Fig. 14, their explanations are
omitted. Below, the configuration will be explained mainly
focusing on a difference from Fig. 14.
[0116] The large coverage base station 1 has, for ex-
ample, the network interface part 701, the data buffer
702, the neighbor list buffer 703, the downlink data signal
processing part 705, the uplink data signal processing
part 706, the resource allocation processing part 708,
the radio interface part 709, and the base station antenna
710, and further has a mobile-terminal-of-interference-
source specifying processing part 721, a downlink re-
ceived power acquisition processing part 722, a hando-
ver control processing part 723, a terminal configuration
buffer 724, and a resource allocation log buffer 725.
[0117] In addition to the functions described in Fig. 14,
the following functions are added to the data buffer 702:
a function of storing the Measurement Configuration of
Fig. 12A created by the downlink received power acqui-
sition processing part 722 and the Measurement Report
created by the terminal; a function as a temporary buffer
in order that the handover control processing part 723
issues the Handover Request relevant to Steps S2006,
S2007, S2013, and S2014 shown in Fig. 9, performs an
ACK/NAK reception processing to the Request, and is-
sues the Handover command to the terminal; and a func-
tion for temporarily storing the received multicast infor-
mation in order to output the received multicast informa-
tion to the mobile-terminal-of-interference-source spec-
ifying processing part 721.
[0118] In the case where Measurement Object is a data
signal that is premised on the dynamic scheduling, the
terminal of interference source specifying processing
part 721 collates the multicast information that is tempo-
rarily stored in the data buffer 702, specifically informa-
tion stored in a format shown in Fig. 10A and Fig. 11A,
and the uplink resource allocation information that the
resource allocation processing part 208 stores in a format

shown in Fig. 10B in the resource allocation log buffer
725. Moreover, in the case of reference signals, such as
SRS, for which the Measurement Object premises a fixed
scheduling, the mobile-terminal-of-interference-source
specifying processing part 721 performs a processing of
collating the multicast information and the configuration
information of the terminal configuration buffer 724 in
which the configuration of the transmission method of
the reference signal of each terminal is stored in a format
shown in Fig. 11B. The mobile-terminal-of-interference-
source specifying processing part 721 performs Steps
S2001 to S2003 in the flowchart shown in Fig. 9. More-
over, the mobile-terminal-of-interference-source speci-
fying processing part notifies the downlink received pow-
er acquisition processing part 722 in the latter stage of
an ID (uid) of the terminal that was specified to exert the
large uplink interference to the source base station of the
multicast information.
[0119] The downlink received power acquisition
processing part 722 holds the downlink received power
at each terminal being controlled according to the se-
quence shown in Fig. 12A in a format of Fig. 12B. Pieces
of information of the Measurement Configuration trans-
mitted to the terminal and the Measurement Report trans-
mitted from the terminal are transmitted between the
downlink received power acquisition processing part 722
and both of the downlink data signal processing part 705
and the uplink data signal processing part 706 through
the data buffer 702. Regarding the ID of the terminal out-
putted by the mobile-terminal-of-interference-source
specifying processing part 721, the downlink received
power acquisition processing part 722 acquires the
downlink received power of the source base station of
the multicast information from the table of Fig. 12B or by
following a sequence of Fig. 12A. The downlink received
power acquisition processing part 722 executes Step
S2004 in steps of Fig. 9. The downlink received power
acquired here is outputted to the handover control
processing part 723.
[0120] The handover control processing part 723 per-
forms processings of Steps S2005, S2006, S2007,
S2011, S2012, S2013, and S2014 of Fig. 9, and depend-
ing on a control result, transmits the Handover Request
to the neighbor base station and the Handover command
to the terminal to be moved to the network interface part
701 and the downlink data signal processing part 705
through the data buffer 702.
[0121] The terminal configuration buffer 724 is a buffer
for storing configuration information, such as a transmis-
sion period of the reference signal, such as SRS that is
configured to each terminal, etc. in a format, for example,
as shown in Fig. 11B, which is referred to by the mo-
bile-terminal-of-interference-source specifying process-
ing part 721.
[0122] The terminal configuration buffer 725 is a buffer
for temporarily storing the uplink frequency resource that
the resource allocation processing part 208 allocated to
the terminal as a log in a format, for example, as shown
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in Fig. 10B, which is referred to by the mobile-terminal-
of-interference-source specifying processing part 721.
[0123] Fig. 17 shows a device configuration of the large
coverage base station according to this embodiment.
[0124] Each block shown in Fig. 16 can be performed
by each device shown, for example, in Fig. 17. The large
coverage base station has a mobile-terminal-of-interfer-
ence-source handover processor 811 instead of the in-
terference generation rule estimation processor 805
shown in Fig. 15. The mobile-terminal-of-interference-
source handover processor 811 is a device for perform-
ing processings of, for example, the mobile-terminal-of-
interference-source specifying processing part 721, the
downlink received power acquisition processing part
722, and the handover control processing part 723, etc.
shown in Fig. 16. Regarding other configurations, a cor-
respondence between each device of Fig. 17 and each
block of Fig. 16 is the same as that of the small coverage
base station shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 14.
[0125] According to this embodiment, it is possible to
specify the mobile-terminal-of-interference-source
based on the interference generation rule in the base
station being interfered and the resource allocation log
to the terminal in the neighbor base station, to reduce
the uplink interference to a certain base station while sup-
pressing communication between the base stations, and
to stabilize the radio communication of the terminal con-
necting to the base station.

Second Embodiment

[0126] While in the first embodiment described above,
the method for multicast transmitting the interference
generation rule from the small coverage base station to
the neighbor base stations was explained, in this embod-
iment, a method for multicast transmitting only a fact that
the interference of high power occurred to the neighbor
base stations will be explained.
[0127] The interference generation rule extraction
processing performed in Step S1005 in the flowchart of
the small coverage base station shown in Fig. 5 does not
estimate the parameters shown by 404 to 407 of Fig. 8A
and Fig. 8B, but only determines whether the interference
of a large received power is detected in the interference
measurement period, and if the interference is detected,
will transmit the multicast message to the neighbor base
stations. Incidentally, the extraction processing may be
configured to, when the interference of a large received
power is detected by the previously set number of times
in an interference measuring time, communicate the mul-
ticast message. Since, at a point of time when this mul-
ticast message is received, the neighbor base station
knows that a multicast information source base station
receives the interference of a large received power, a
field indicating that the interference has been detected
does not need to be added to Fig. 8A and Fig. 8B. More-
over, since no interference generation rule needs to be
notified, none of the fields of 403 to 408 in Fig. 8A and

Fig. 8B need to be transmitted. Thus, in the second em-
bodiment, it is possible to curtail a communication traffic
volume necessary to transmit the multicast information.
[0128] The large coverage base station according to
the second embodiment that received the multicast in-
formation needs to determine which terminal is handed
over to the multicast information source base station.
This determination is performed in Step S2002 of Fig. 9.
Concretely, it judges the terminal that is inferred to be
nearest to the multicast information source base station
by referring to a downlink received power table shown in
Fig. 12B. In Fig. 12B, the multicast information source
base stations are searched in the vertical direction, the
pertinent base station is searched in the horizontal direc-
tion, i.e., in a terminal direction, for a terminal whose
downlink received power is a maximum, and the terminal
found in the search is inferred as the mobile terminal of
interference source. Subsequent processings are the
same as those of the first embodiment, and if the downlink
communication quality of the terminal is judged not to be
sufficient in Step S2004, the handover of the terminal will
not be performed.
[0129] Incidentally, each base station (the neighbor
base station of the small coverage base station) that re-
ceived the multicast information from the small coverage
base station having detected an interference specifies a
terminal by referring to the downlink received power table
of the each base station as described above. Each of
these terminals may also be designated as an object of
the handover, and any one of the terminals may be des-
ignated as the object of the handover. For example,
based on the downlink received power of the terminal
specified as described above, the object of the handover
may be chosen. For example, the following schemes can
be taken: adjustment may be done among the above-
mentioned neighbor base stations; the downlink received
power of the terminal specified as described above may
be transmitted to the small coverage base station, and
the small coverage base station may chose the object of
the handover; and if the downlink received power of the
terminal specified as described above is less than or
equal to the previously set threshold, the terminal may
be excluded from the object of the handover.
[0130] Since this embodiment does not pay attention
to a generation rule of the uplink interference occurring
in the small coverage base station, the accuracy to spec-
ify the terminal that exerts an interference to the small
coverage base station and belongs to the neighbor base
station may deteriorate, but an effect of reducing an
amount of the multicast information can be obtained.

Third Embodiment

[0131] In the first embodiment, although Fig. 14 and
Fig. 16 describe the small coverage base station and the
large coverage base station separately, they may be
base stations each of which has both functions of Fig. 14
and Fig. 16. That is, there may be the small coverage
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base station having the function of the large coverage
base station and the large coverage base station having
the function of the small coverage base station. This may
be done for an intention that even when all the base sta-
tions have the same downlink transmission power, if
there are the base stations having both functions, the
effect of this embodiment will be achieved. A person
skilled in art will easily design the base station having
functions of the both. Moreover, by making all the base
stations have the same design, it is possible to curtail
development costs, and as a result, to obtain a cost cut
effect of the base station.

Fourth Embodiment

[0132] In the first embodiment, although the explana-
tion was given on the premise that the Handover Request
and its acknowledgement were directly transmitted not
using the MME device 8 but through the backhaul net-
work 6 between the base stations, the handover process-
ing though the MME device 8 may be performed on por-
tions described in Steps S2006, S2007, S2013, and
S2014 of Fig. 9 following the operating sequence dis-
closed in 3GPP, "Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Ac-
cess (E-UTRA) and Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio
Access Network (E-UTRAN); Overall description; Stage
2 (Release 10),"TS36.300, pp. 60-91, v10.3.0, 2011/3.
However, regarding the multicast information that the
small coverage base station issues to the neighbor base
stations according to the first embodiment, it shall be uti-
lized not through the MME device 8 but by extending an
X2 interface that is disclosed in 3GPP, "Evolved Univer-
sal Terrestrial Radio Access Network (E-UTRAN); X2 Ap-
plication Protocol (X2AP) (Release 9),"TS36.423, pp.
12-17 and 27-32, v9.1.0, 2009/12.

(Configuration Example)

[0133] This wireless communication system is, for ex-
ample, a wireless communication system in which mul-
tiple base stations and one or more terminals exist, and
each terminal connects with one base station and change
the serving base station according to a communication
state of the each terminal, i.e., performs a so-called
handover, and is characterized in that information that
urges the handover is multicast transmitted from the sec-
ond base station other than the first base station to the
multiple base stations except the second base station.
[0134] Moreover, the above-mentioned wireless com-
munication system is characterized in that the one or
multiple base stations excluding the second base station
to which the multicast information is transmitted are the
one or multiple base stations located in the neighborhood
of the second base station.
[0135] Moreover, the above-mentioned wireless com-
munication system is characterized in that a necessary
condition to transmit the multicast information shall be a
condition whereby the received power of the uplink signal

exceeds a first threshold.
[0136] Moreover, the above-mentioned wireless com-
munication system is characterized in that the second
base station stores information of a time or a frequency
or both of them at which the received power of the uplink
signal exceeds the first threshold, estimates a generation
rule of an uplink signal received power exceeding the
first threshold from the record, and transmits the gener-
ation rule as the multicast information.
[0137] Moreover, the above-mentioned wireless com-
munication system is characterized in that the base sta-
tion that received the multicast information from the sec-
ond base station specifies a terminal that is inferred to
exert the interference of a strong power to the second
base station among the terminals belonging to the base
station, and performs the handover processing to the ter-
minal.
[0138] Moreover, the above-mentioned wireless com-
munication system is characterized in that specification
of the terminal by the base station is performed based
on either information of the multicast information and the
downlink received power information that the base sta-
tion collects from the belonging terminals or both infor-
mation.
[0139] Moreover, the above-mentioned wireless com-
munication system is characterized in one point that in
specifying the terminal by the base station based on the
multicast information, it collates the interference gener-
ation rule included in the multicast information and de-
scribed in the fourth aspect of the invention and a log
indicating that the base station itself allocated the uplink
radio resource to the belonging terminal, and specifies a
terminal having a past result of allocation of the uplink
radio resource nearest to the interference generation
rule.
[0140] Moreover, the above-mentioned wireless com-
munication system is characterized in that in specifying
the terminal by the base station based on the downlink
received power information, it compares the downlink re-
ceived power information about the second base station
being a source of the multicast information between the
terminals connecting to the base station, and specifies a
terminal having a maximum downlink received power.
[0141] Moreover, the above-mentioned wireless com-
munication system is characterized in that in the spec-
ification of the terminal by the base station based on the
downlink received power information, only the terminal
such that the downlink received power information about
the second base station being a source of the multicast
information exceeds the second threshold is designated
as an object of the specification.
[0142] This base station apparatus is a base station
apparatus that has, for example, a radio interface for per-
forming radio communication with the terminal, a network
interface for communicating with other base stations and
a gateway, a downlink signal processing part and an up-
link signal processing part that perform a radio signal
processing between themselves and the terminal, re-
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spectively, and the neighbor list in which information on
the neighbor base stations is listed, comprising: an inter-
ference power measurement part that inputs therein an
uplink radio signal is inputted and measures an uplink
signal received power density for each certain unit time
and for each frequency, an interference generation rule
estimation part that estimates a rule regarding a time or
frequency or both of them at which the received power
density exceeding the first threshold occurs from the re-
ceived power density outputted from the interference
power measurement part for each unit time and for each
frequency, and outputs it as the interference generation
rule information, and a multicast transmission part that
creates a multicast message based on an output of the
interference generation rule estimation part, decides a
destination of the multicast based on the neighbor list,
and transmits the multicast message.
[0143] Moreover, the above-mentioned base station
apparatus is characterized by having the following two
parts: a mobile-terminal-of-interference-source specify-
ing part that receives the multicast message from an oth-
er base station apparatus, collates a record of the uplink
communication resource that itself allocates to the ter-
minal and the interference generation rule information
included in the multicast message, and specifies a ter-
minal that brings about the interference signal of a large
received power to the source base station of the multicast
message; and a handover processing part for performing
the handover processing about the terminal that the mo-
bile-terminal-of-interference-source specifying part
specified.
[0144] The present invention is available to, for exam-
ple, the wireless communication system where the base
station whose output is large and the base station whose
output is small exist together.
Features, components and specific details of the struc-
tures of the above-described embodiments may be ex-
changed or combined to form further embodiments opti-
mized for the respective application. As far as those mod-
ifications are apparent for an expert skilled in the art they
shall be disclosed implicitly by the above description with-
out specifying explicitly every possible combination.

Claims

1. A wireless communication system that comprises a
plurality of base stations including a first base station
(1) with which a terminal (3) communicates and a
second base station (2) to which a radio signal trans-
mitted from the terminal (3) becomes an interference
power, and is capable of performing handover of a
connection destination of the terminal (3) from the
first base station (1) to the second base station (2),
wherein the second base station (2), upon detection
of the interference power being more than or equal
to a previously set threshold, multicast transmits in-
formation for urging the handover to multicast recep-

tion base stations that are at least a part of the base
stations including the first base station (1), and
wherein the multicast receiver base station having
received the information specifies a terminal (3) that
is inferred to exert the interference to the second
base station (2) that is a multicast source among the
terminals (3) connecting to the local base station and
performs a handover processing on the terminal (3).

2. The wireless communication system according to
claim 1,
wherein the information that is multicast transmitted
includes at least either of time information or frequen-
cy information at which an interference power being
more than or equal to the previously set threshold is
detected, and
wherein specification of the terminal (3) that is in-
ferred to exert the interference to the second base
station (2) by the multicast receiver base station is
done by specifying the terminal (3) that transmitted
the radio signal at a time and/or a frequency at which
the interference power was detected based on the
time information and/or frequency information in-
cluded in the information that is multicast transmitted
as described above.

3. The wireless communication system according to
claim 2,
wherein the multicast receiver base station manages
a log of time and frequency at which the base station
itself allocated an uplink radio resource to its belong-
ing terminal (3), and specifies a terminal (3) that
transmitted the radio signal at a time and/or a fre-
quency at which the interference power was detect-
ed by collating time information and/or frequency in-
formation included in the information that was mul-
ticast transmitted and a log saying that the uplink
radio resource was allocated.

4. The wireless communication system according to at
least one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein the base station and the terminal (3) com-
municate with each other using a subframe that was
divided by a time and/or a frequency,
wherein the second base station (2) stores either or
both of time and frequency at which the received
power of the radio signal transmitted from the termi-
nal (3) exceeds the threshold within a predetermined
time, estimates an interference generation rule that
is a generation rule of an uplink signal received pow-
er that exceeds the threshold from the record, and
multicast transmits the information including the in-
terference generation rule, and
wherein the multicast receiver base station collates
the received interference generation rule and a log
saying that the base station itself allocated the uplink
radio resource to the belonging terminal (3), and
specifies a terminal (3) having a past result of allo-
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cation of the uplink radio resource nearest to the in-
terference generation rule.

5. The wireless communication system according to
claim 4,
wherein the interference generation rule has:

time information including a time period of a plu-
rality of subframes at which the interference
power was detected and an offset of a time at
which the interference power was detected for
the first time in the measurement period from a
previously set reference time in a time direction;
and
frequency information including an offset of a
frequency at which the interference power was
detected for the first time in the measurement
period from a previously set reference frequency
in a frequency direction and a shift quantity of
frequency of a plurality of subframes at which
the interference power was detected.

6. The wireless communication system according to
claim 1,
wherein the multicast receiver base station specifies
a terminal (3) that is inferred to exert the interference
to the second base station (2) based on the downlink
received power information of the terminal (3) that
the base station collects from the belonging terminal
(3).

7. The wireless communication system according to
claim 6,
wherein the multicast receiver base station
receives and stores at least a notification of the
downlink received power from the second base sta-
tion (2) at a belonging terminal (3) of the local base
station from the terminal (3),
compares the downlink received powers at respec-
tive terminals (3) from the second base station (2)
that is a source of the information being multicast
transmitted, and
specifies one of the terminals (3) such that the down-
link received power exceeds the second threshold
as the terminal (3) that is inferred to exert the inter-
ference to the second base station (2).

8. The wireless communication system according to
claim 7,
wherein a terminal (3) whose downlink received pow-
er is a maximum is specified to be the terminal (3)
that is inferred to exert the interference to the second
base station (2).

9. The wireless communication system according to at
least one of claims 1 to 8,
wherein a terminal (3) that was specified is handed
over to the second base station (2) of the multicast

source.

10. The wireless communication system according to at
least one of claims 1 to 9,
wherein the multicast receiver base station is a single
or a plurality of base stations adjacent to the second
base station (2).

11. A base station in a wireless communication system
that includes a first base station (1) with which a ter-
minal (3) communicate and a second base station
(2) to which a radio signal transmitted from the ter-
minal (3) becomes an interference power and is ca-
pable of handing over a serving base station of the
terminal, comprising:

an interference power measurement part (707)
that inputs therein the radio signal transmitted
from the terminal (3) and measures a received
power density for each unit time and for each
frequency that were previously determined; and
a multicast transmission part (711) that specifies
a terminal (3) that is inferred to exert the inter-
ference to the local base station and multicast
transmits information for urging the handover to
multicast receiver base stations that include the
first base station (1) and are at least a part of
the base stations.

12. The base station according to claim 11, further com-
prising:

an interference generation rule inferring part
(805) which infers an interference generation
rule that is a generation rule of the received pow-
er density being more than or equal to a previ-
ously set threshold based on a received power
density for each unit time and for each frequency
that is measured by the interference power
measurement part (707),
wherein the multicast transmission part (711)
multicast transmits the information including the
inferred interference generation rule.

13. The base station according to claim 11 or 12, further
comprising:

a mobile-terminal-of-interference-source speci-
fying part (721) that receives information that is
multicast transmitted from an other base station
having detected an interference power being
more than or equal to a previously set threshold,
and specifies a terminal (3) that is inferred to
exert the interference to the base station of the
multicast source among the terminals (3) con-
necting to the local base station; and
a handover processing part (723) which per-
forms a handover processing about the terminal
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(3) that the mobile-terminal-of-interference-
source specifying part (721) specified.

14. A base station in a wireless communication system
that comprises a plurality of base stations including
a first base station (1) with which a terminal (3) com-
municates and a second base station (2) to which a
radio signal transmitted from the terminal (3) be-
comes an interference power, and is capable of per-
forming handover of a connection destination of the
terminal (3), further comprising:

a mobile-terminal-of-interference-source speci-
fying part (721) that receives information that is
multicast transmitted from the second base sta-
tion (2) having detected an interference power
being more than or equal to a previously set
threshold, and specifies a terminal (3) that is in-
ferred to exert the interference to the second
base station (2) of the multicast source among
the terminals (3) connecting to the local base
station; and
a handover processing part (723) that performs
a handover processing about the terminal (3)
specified by the mobile-terminal-of-interfer-
ence-source specifying part (721).

15. The base station according to claim 14,
wherein the mobile-terminal-of-interference-source
specifying part (721) receives an interference gen-
eration rule that is based on the interference power
detected by the second base station (2) and is mul-
ticast transmitted from the second base station (2),
collates a log of an uplink communication resource
that the local base station allocated to the terminal
(3) and the interference generation rule, and speci-
fies a terminal (3) that is inferred to exert the inter-
ference power to the second base station (2) being
a source of the multicast.
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